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Abstract—Primary User Emulation (PUE) attack is a serious
security problem in cognitive radio (CR) network. A PUE
attacker emulates a primary signal during sensing duration in
order the CR users not to use the spectrum. The PUE attacker
is either selfish if it would like to take benefit of the spectrum,
or malicious if it would like to do a Deny of Service of the
CR network. In this paper, we only consider malicious PUE.
We propose to perform sometimes an additional sensing step,
called extra-sensing, in order to have a new opportunity to sense
the channel and so to use it. Obviously the malicious PUE may
still perform an attack during this extra-sensing. Therefore, our
problem can be formulated as a zero-sum game to modeling
and analyzing the strategies for two players. The equilibrium is
expressed in closed-form. The results show that the benefit ratio
and the probability of channel’s availability strongly influence
the equilibrium. Numerical results confirm our claims.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of interweave cognitive radio (CR), the
spectrum sensing which enables to discover the spectrum hole
is a key issue. A lot of efficient methods for sense the spectrum
has been proposed in the literature (see [1] and references
therein). However, these methods may be subject to attack in
order to disturb the CR network. Therefore, the security for
the spectrum sensing operation has received recently a lot of
attention [2]–[12].

The spectrum sensing attack can be twofold: the first type
of attack is the spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) in
the context of cooperative spectrum sensing [3]–[8] in which
malicious attackers may share incorrect sensing data leading
to a degradation on the accuracy of the collaborative spectrum
sensing process, and hence of the CR system. The second
type of attack is primary user emulation (PUE) in which the
attacker emulates the characteristics of a primary user to obtain
exclusive spectrum usage. If the attacker wants to occupy the
attacked spectrum band for its own usage, it is called selfish
PUE. Otherwise, if the attacker wants to prevent the network
operation, it is called malicious PUE. In this paper, we focus
on the PUE attack.

To overcome the PUE attack, several solutions have been
proposed. Some works focused on surveillance algorithms usu-
ally based on some network knowledge, such as the location of
both primary user and secondary user as in [9] or the primary
signal feature as in [10]. But as the attacker does not want
to be caught, it can not always play. Therefore according to
the cost to play (for the attacker) and the cost to monitor
(for the defender), the trade-off between attacker and defender
strategies can be formulated through the game theory tool.

Some papers already took benefit of game-theoretic approach
for analyzing some PUE attack schemes. In [11], the so-called
dog-fight spectrum scheme corresponding to random frequency
hopping was analyzed. In [13], a multistage anti-jamming
scheme was considered. In [14], the nature of the PUE attack
was taken in account. Actually, the authors considered a
selfish PUE attack. In that case, they proposed to monitor the
channel randomly in order to identify the selfish PUE attacker.
They formulated the problem as a non-zero sum game with
incomplete information (see [15]–[17] for more information
on game theory), and they found the best strategies for both
attacker and defender.

In this paper, we focus on the malicious PUE attack. In
such a type of attack, the goal is to foll the spectrum sensing
step by sending signals coming from PUE during the spectrum
sensing step. We propose to add an extra-sensing process into
the part of the frame devoted to data transmission if the channel
was declared “busy” in order to have the opportunity to observe
free channel (since not used for data since the PUE attack
succeeds but not used by the PUE attack since it is malicious)
and so to use it in the remainder of the frame. Assuming
the payoffs of the attacker and defender are opposite, we
formulate the extra-sensing problem as a zero-sum game. The
main purpose of the paper is to find the relevant strategy for
each player by exhibiting equilibrium points of the formulated
game.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
system model is introduced in Section II. The extra-sensing
zero-sum game is described in Section III and solved in Section
IV. Numerical results are provided in Section V. Concluding
remarks are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a CR network with secondary users accessing
to a licensed band while malicious PUE attacker may operate.
In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the CR
network consists in two separated sets of nodes: i) the network
operator managing the spectrum sensing and the extra sensing
process, and ii) the network users exploiting the network
services.

The network operator firstly collects the result of the
spectrum sensing devices and declares the status of the channel
(present or absent primary user). Then its broadcasts this
information to all network users. If the status of the channel
is busy, the network operator may decide to apply defense
mechanism or not within the part of the frame devoted to



data transmission. The defense mechanism corresponds to re-
sense the channel in order to re-determine the true status of
the channel.

The attacker can either transmit or not transmit the PUE
signal in order to fool the spectrum sensing and to deny the
service of the network. The attacker is assumed not to know
the true status of the primary signal during PUE attack. So it
can attack the network unsuccessfully if the primary is already
present. Therefore, a re-attack may be performed within the
part of the frame devoted to data transmission if the sensing
result was busy. In contrast, if the sensing result was idle, re-
attack mechanism is never applied.

Let PF and PD be the false alarm and detection proba-
bilities of the spectrum sensing engine respectively when the
channel is not attacked. Let PF |A and PD|A be the false alarm
and detection probabilities of the spectrum sensing engine
respectively when the channel is attacked. Let π0 be the
probability that the primary user is inactive. In the remainder
of the paper, we also need the following four probabilities:

• pA is the probability that the answer of the sensing
engine is busy when the attacker attacks.

• pN is the probability that the answer of the sensing
engine is busy when the attacker does not attack.

• ρA is the probability that the channel is not used by
the primary user while the sensing engine claims busy
and the attacker attacks.

• ρN is the probability that the channel is not used by
the primary user while the sensing engine claims busy
and the attacker does not attack.

III. THE GAME FORMULATION

A. Players

There are two players: the Attacker who emulates a PU,
and the Defender who monitors the channel in order to
mitigate the bad effect of the malicious PUE attack.

B. Strategies

During the sensing step, the attacker may perform two
possible actions: Attack (A) or No Attack (NA). The sensing
engine senses the network environment and returns the status
of primary user signal by two state “busy” or “idle”. Therefore,
there are four possible cases: (A,“busy”), (NA, “busy”), (A,
“idle”) and (NA,“idle”).

During the data transmission step, according to the sensing
result, the attacker takes one of three possible actions: Attack
(A) to re-attack the channel, Leave (L) not to attack the
channel or No Operation (nO) to act as normal secondary
user. Meanwhile, the defender chooses one of three possible
actions: Extra-Sensing (ES) to re-sense the busy channel, No
Extra-Sensing (NE) not to re-sense the busy channel or No
Defense (ND) not to defense when the channel is idle.

Therefore. the game tree for malicious PUE attack can be
illustrated as Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: The extra-sensing game

The attacker has three pure combined actions leading to its
pure strategy set MA:

MA = {Ma1,Ma2,Ma3}
= {[AA,AnO], [AL,AnO], [NAL,NAnO]}.

Similarly, the defender has two pure combined actions leading
to its pure strategy set MD:

MD = {Md1,Md2}
= {[ES,ND], [NE,ND]}

The introduced game is a pure strategy game. Obviously, in
practice, the players will choose randomly their actions. Then
the game becomes a mixed-strategy game. Thus we define the
mixed strategies of the attacker and defender by µa and µd,
as follows {

µa = {µa1, µa2, µa3}
µd = {µd1, µd2}

(1)

where µai, i = 1, 2, 3 are the probabilities of action Mai and
µdj , j = 1, 2 are the probabilities of action Mdj .

In Figure 1, we denote by x the probability that the attacker
takes the action A at the beginning of game. Similarly, we
denote by y the probability that the attacker performs the action
A when the sensing result shows that the attacked channel
is busy. In addition, we denote by z the probability that the
defender performs the extra-sensing action. The relationship
between the three parameters x, y, and z with the mixed
strategies of the formulated game is as follows

x = µa1 + µa2
y = µa1/(µa1 + µa2)

z = µd1

(2)

The objective is now to find the values of x, y, and z or
equivalently, the values of µa1, µa2, and µd1 that lead to
the equilibrium point.

C. Payoffs

For the formulated game, the benefits of the attacker and
defender are assumed to be completely opposite, which means
that the payoff of the attacker is given by the negative of the
payoff of the defender. Consequently, the game corresponds
to a so-called zero-sum game. We first introduce the payoff of
each defender’s action as below:



• CE is the cost for implementing the extra-sensing
process.

• GE is the benefit for retrieving the attacked channel
during the extra-sensing step.

Notice that GE is also the benefit for attacker to re-attack the
channel

In Table I, we provide the payoffs for each pair of actions
of the defender and the attacker. The payoff of the attacker is
obtained by taking the opposite of those of the defender.

TABLE I: Action’s payoffs for Defender and Attacker

Defender’s Payoff Attacker’s Payoff

Pa;d
D

Pa;d
A

AA-ES −CE + ρAGE CE − ρAGE

AA-NE −ρAGE ρAGE

AL-ES −CE + ρAGE CE − ρAGE

AL-NE 0 0

NAL-ES −CE + ρNGE CE − ρNGE

NAL-NE 0 0

AnO-ND 0 0

NAnO-ND 0 0

In Table II, we define the payoff matrix for the considered
game.

TABLE II: Payoff Matrix of the malicious PUE attack game

Md1 = [ES,ND] Md2 = [NE,ND]

Ma1 = [AA,AnO] (Ua1,d1
D

, Ua1,d1
A

) (Ua1,Md2
D

, Ua1,d2
A

)

Ma2 = [AL,AnO] (Ua2,d1
D

, Ua2,d1
A

) (Ua2,Md2
D

, Ua2,d2
A

)

Ma3 = [NAL,NAnO] (Ua3,d1
D

, Ua3,d1
A

) (Ua3,Md2
D

, Ua3,d2
A

)

According to the game’s tree displayed in Figure 1, the
defender’s payoff for each pair of actions is as follows

Ua1,d1D = pAP
AA;ES
D + (1− pA)PAnO;ND

D

Ua1,d2D = pAP
AA;NE
D + (1− pA)PAnO;ND

D

Ua2,d1D = pAP
AL;ES
D + (1− pA)PAnO;ND

D

Ua2,d2D = pAP
AL;NE
D + (1− pA)PAnO;ND

D

Ua3,d1D = pNP
NAL;ES
D + (1− pN )PNAnO;ND

D

Ua3,d2D = pNP
NAL;NE
D + (1− pN )PNAnO;ND

D

and the attacker’s payoff of each pair of actions is

Uai,djA = −Uai,djD , i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2. (3)

Finally, the average payoffs of the defender and the attacker
are computed as follows:UD(µa, µd) =

3∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

µaiµdjU
ai,dj
D

UA(µa, µd) = −UD(µa, µd)
(4)

For instance, one can easily check that

UD(µa, µd) = −(1−µd1)pAρAGEµa1+[pACE+pNρNGE
− pNCE − pAρAGE ]µd1µa3 + [pAρAGE − pACE ]µd1.

(5)

IV. THE EQUILIBRIUM POINTS

In [15], it has showed that a two-player zero-sum game
admits a solution in mixed strategies and the solution (saddle
point) is be obtained by solving the following primal-dual
linear programming problems:

µ∗d = argmax
µd

min
µa

UD(µa, µd) (6)

µ∗a = argmin
µa

max
µd

UD(µa, µd) (7)

where (µ∗a, µ
∗
d) is the equilibrium point.

Hereafter, we discuss only about µ∗d since µ∗a can be
obtained similarly. Since Eq. (5) is a linear function of µd1,
the Linear Programming (LP) method can be used to solve
the problem. The basic idea here is that, from the series of
linear constraints of the variables, we find the feasible region
of the possible values for those. This region is a convex simple
polygon. The problem now is to find the vertex of this convex
polygon with the highest (lowest) possible value [18].

Therefore, the analytic solution for maximin problem in
Eq. (6) is to find the minimum value of UD(µa, µd) with
variable µa. By replacing µa2 with (1− µa1 − µa3), this can
be expressed in the canonical form:

minimizeµa1,µa3
UD(µa, µd)

subject to: µa1 + µa3 ≤ 1 (8)
0 ≤ µa1, µa3 ≤ 1

The solutions of Eq. (8) with respect to variables µa1 and µa3
are used to find the maximum of UD(µa, µd) with respect to
variable µd1 and µa2 in Eq. (6). Once again replacing µd1
with (1− µd1), we obtain two cases. The optimal µd1 is that
maximizing either U (1)

D or U (2)
D defined as follows

Case 1:

maximizeµd1
U

(1)
D (µd)

subject to U
(0)
D (µd) ≥ 0 (9)

0 ≤ µd1 ≤ 1

Case 2:

maximizeµd1
U

(2)
D (µd)

subject to U
(0)
D (µd) < 0 (10)

0 ≤ µd1 ≤ 1

with

U
(0)
D (µd) = µd1[pACE + pNρNGE − pNCE − 2pAρAGE ]

+ pAρAGE ,

U
(1)
D (µd) = (2pAρAGE − pACE)µd1 − pAρACE ,

U
(2)
D (µd) = (pNρNGE − pNCE)µd1.



Similarly, the solutions µ∗a to obtain the minimax in Eq. (7)
will be achieved by analysis the highest/lowest possible value
in the feasible region of UD(µa, µd).

Due to the page limitation, we have skipped the details
of the derivations (based on LP method) for obtaining next
Result which corresponds to the closed-form expression of
the equilibrium point (EP) µ∗d, µ

∗
a.

Result 1. The EP for the mixed strategy zero-sum game
given in Table II is as follows:

If (pA − pN )CE − (pAρA − pNρN )GE ≥ 0

If 2GE < CE/ρA;µ
∗
d1 = 0,

GE − CE/ρN < 0;µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0; (11a)

GE − CE/ρN ≥ 0;µ∗a1 = µ
(0)
a1 , µ

∗
a3 = µ

(0)
a3 ; (11b)

If 2GE ≥ CE/ρA;µ∗d1 = 1, µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0; (11c)
If (pA − pN )CE − (pAρA − pNρN )GE < 0

If GE < CE/ρA
2GE < CE/ρA;µ

∗
d1 = 0, µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0; (11d)

2GE ≥ CE/ρA;µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0;

GE − CE/ρN < 0;µ∗d1 = µ
(0)
d1 ; (11e)

GE − CE/ρN ≥ 0;µ∗d1 = 1; (11f)
If GE ≥ CE/ρA

GE − CE/ρN < 0;µ∗a1 = µ
(0)
a1 , µ

∗
a3 = µ

(0)
a3 ;

2GE > CE/ρA;µ
∗
d1 = µ

(0)
d1 (11g)

GE − CE/ρN ≥ 0;µ∗a1 = 0, µ∗a3 = 1

2GE > CE/ρA;µ
∗
d1 = 1 (11h)

with

µ
(0)
d1 =

pAρAGE
2pAρAGE + pNCE − pACE − pNρNGE

,

µ
(0)
a1 =

pNρNGE − pNCE
pACE + pNρNGE − pACE − 2pAρAGE

,

µ
(0)
a3 =

pACE − 2pAρAGE
pACE + pNρNGE − pACE − 2pAρAGE

.

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (7) leads to the EP for the
probabilities x, y, and z.

Hereafter, we interpret Result 1. When implementing cost
of extra-sensing to retrieve the attacked channel is too high
(Eqs. 11a, 11b, 11d, 11e, and 11g), the defender will not
perform the defense process (µ∗d1 = 0). When the extra-sensing
cost is higher, the network operator will take the defense
action. However, depending the transmission medium, the EP
is not straightforward (see Eqs. 11e, 11g). Since the payoff
of the attacker is completely opposite, the attacker’s strategy
also is the inverse of the defender’s actions. If the cost of
implementing extra-sensing is too high, the attacker will attack
the network. Similar to the defender’s case, the EP is not
obtained directly (see Eqs. 11b, 11g). Our solution shows the
values to choose for both attacker and defender.

The gain of the extra-sensing process (GE) shows the
benefit that CR network can earn by performing defense action
or lost when the attacked channel is extra-sensed. In analytic
results, there is a strong relation between the gain and the cost

of extra-sensing actions with the player’s strategy. Therefore,
we introduce the benefit ratio kb which is computed by

kb = GE/CE . (12)

The analysis shows that, the strategy of attacker (resp.
defender) in the zero-sum extra-sensing game depends on
both benefit ratio kb and the availability of primary user’s
channel (here given by the probability that the primary user
is inactive π0). We then have the following result.

Result 2: Assuming fixed probability of channel’s availabil-
ity π0, Eqs. (11) are equivalent to the following ones depending
only on the benefit ratio kb.

Ifkb ≤ π(0);µ∗d1 = 0, µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0 (13a)

Ifπ(0) ≤ kb ≤ π(∗);µ∗d1 = 1, µ∗a1 = 1, µ∗a3 = 0 (13b)

Ifπ(0) < kb ≤ π(1);µ∗d1 = µ
(0)
d1 , µ

∗
a1 = µ

(0)
a1 , µ

∗
a3 = µ

(0)
a3

(13c)

Ifπ(1) < kb ≤ π(2);µ∗d1 = µ
(0)
d1 , µ

∗
a1 = µ

(0)
a1 , µ

∗
a3 = µ

(0)
a3

(13d)

Ifkb > π(2);µ∗d1 = 1, µ∗a1 = 0, µ∗a3 = 1 (13e)

with π(0) = 1/2ρA, π(1) = 1/ρA, π(2) = 1/ρN and π(∗) =
(pA − pN )/(pAρA − pNρN ).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical simulations are run to confirm the analytic
results and to analyze more deeply the influence of some
design parameters. Unless the otherwise stated, the parameters
are fixed as follows: CE = 3, pD = 0.9 and pF = 0.1. We also
assume that the sensing engine uses energy detection method
and the average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the primary
signal received at sensing engine is −10dB. In order to verify
the correctness of the analysis, numerical simulations of the
EP have also been carried out with the Lemke-Hawson (L-H)
algorithm [19].
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Fig. 3: Value regions of the players’ strategies vs. benefit
ratio kb and probability that primary user is inactive π0: (top)
defender, (bottom) attacker

Figure 2 demonstrates the agreement between the theoret-
ical analysis and the L-H algorithm with respect to the benefit
ratio kb and the probability that primary user is inactive π0.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between kb, π0 and the
equilibrium point in Result 2. For the defender point of view
(see Figure 3.a), the EP varies according to the relationship
between kb and π0 and there are approximately four regions,
bounded by the line π(∗), π(0), π(1) and π(2), respectively.
Similarly, for the attacker point of view, the attacker’s strategy
also exhibits four regions (see Figure 3.b), bounded by the
line π(∗), π(0), π(1) and π(2). When benefit ratio is high, the
main strategy of the attacker is not to perform attack when
the defender performs defense. In contrast, the strategies of
defender and attacker are reverse when benefit ratio is low.
Moreover, the attacker always takes the attack action while
the defender takes the extra-sensing action in the cross region
between π(∗), π(0), and π(1).

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a game theory-based approach to coun-
teract the serious security problem of malicious PUE attack
in CR networks. By implementing the extra-sensing process
within data period, the bad effect of malicious PUE attack can
be mitigated. The good strategy for both attacker and defender
is analyzed by finding the equilibrium of the considered zero-
sum game. The equilibrium point has been determined in
closed form. The results showed that for a known set of
parameters, the equilibrium point strongly depends on the
benefit ratio and the availability of primary user channel.
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